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Critique 
Gerald R. Gems has successfully put into historical context the significant 
issues of educational reform in the United States.  In 1900, and in 199 1 ,  
educational issues should be at the center o f  a national discussion o f  the kind 
of country we want to be. 
Today the city of Chicago plans to transform the public school system into 
neighborhood councils with more local and parental decision-making, a 
startling re-enactment of a drama that was played out a century earlier. Then 
and now ethnic outsiders to white Anglo Saxon male culture tried to resist 
education for the purposes of cultural hegemony at home and imperialism 
abroad. Earlier in the century ethnic outsiders could not prevail before the 
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juggernaught of education for Americanization "to cultivate patriotism" and 
opposition to " immigrant thought, politic s ,  and beliefs antagonistic to 
American institutions." 
. 
In 1899, the Harper Report, as Gems points out, "provided a grand design for 
the Americanization and education of immigrants to serve the needs of the 
employer by ridding schools of ethnic influences."  The centralization process 
(in education as well as the economy) in the next two decades wrested control 
away from ethnic bases of power within the school system. 
Today we have an educational curriculum not so openly and blatantly Anglo 
Saxon and protestant, but as Gems indicates, "white male, corporate ideology 
still dominates" U.S .  education and society. Urban youth are trained for 
"minimal economic roles" that are "inherently unequal" and that foster "a 
permanent underc1ass." Gems indicates that, "competition, time discipline, 
ethnocentrism, and materialism are reinforced throughout the school day and 
in extracurricular activities ." In 1 99 1  all of this accelerates rapidly downhill 
with an imperial presidency concerned to "lift educational standards" to meet 
the needs of the economy so that the United States can retain world hegemony. 
A minimal necessary educational reform in the United States would require 
more comparative analysis with other countries. In Italy since January 1 990 
university students calling themselves "fa pantera nera" (the black panther) 
have opposed a law that would invite business funding for research. Aiming for 
a democratic educational system (and a genuinely democratic Italy) students 
have shut down most of the faculties of the country ' s  universities .  Corporate 
funding for university research, Italian students believe, will leave power in the 
hands of industrial and communications "barons," invite the mafia into the 
universities, and stimulate racism. Perhaps there are lessons both in our own 
history and in international actions that need to be heeded as we examine 
education in the 1 990s. 
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